WHAT ANIMALS ARE YOU AFRAID OF?

CLASS INTRODUCTION

In turn introduce yourself using the following information:

- Name
- Age
- Job
- Place you live
- Hobby
Class Rules

1. Use English only
2. Practice speaking on a topic under the guidance of the teacher
3. Don’t do personal things in the class
1. **Vocabulary game:**

   Guess the names of the animals in the picture. Who gets the most corrected ones will be the winner.

2. **Which animals do you think are dangerous in the picture?**
3. Can you name any of the insects in the picture? Are you afraid of them? Why?
4. Role- play

A: Invite your friend to go to the zoo with you this weekend.

B: You are A’s friend. Refuse to go with A because wild animals scare you.
Wrap-up

- Context: What animals are you afraid of?
- Pronunciation: /t/ and /d/  

Find the **homework** to practice more at home.